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Summary

Intracellular recording, which allows direct measure-

ment of the membrane potential and currents of indi-
vidual neurons, requires a very mechanically stable

preparation and has thus been limited to in vitro and
head-immobilized in vivo experiments. This restriction

constitutes a major obstacle for linking cellular and
synaptic physiology with animal behavior. To over-

come this limitation we have developed a method for
performing whole-cell recordings in freely moving

rats. We constructed a miniature head-mountable re-
cording device, with mechanical stabilization achieved

by anchoring the recording pipette rigidly in place after
the whole-cell configuration is established. We obtain

long-duration recordings (mean of w20 min, maximum
60 min) in freely moving animals that are remarkably

insensitive to mechanical disturbances, then recon-
struct the anatomy of the recorded cells. This head-an-

chored whole-cell recording technique will enable a
wide range of new studies involving detailed measure-

ment and manipulation of the physiological properties
of identified cells during natural behaviors.

Introduction

Understanding complex behaviors in terms of the activ-
ity of individual neurons is a central goal of neurosci-
ence. So far, extracellular recording of the action poten-
tial (AP) activity of single neurons has been the key
technique for revealing cellular correlates of behavior
in awake (Evarts, 1968; Georgopoulos et al., 1982) and
freely moving (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971; Taube
et al., 1990) animals. However, our knowledge could
be considerably extended by intracellular recordings.
Such recordings measure not only the suprathreshold
AP output of a neuron, but also its subthreshold synap-
tic inputs and fluctuations in terms of both membrane
potential and current, as well as properties such as
the spike threshold and input resistance. Furthermore,
intracellular recording allows manipulation of the cell’s
membrane potential through direct current injection
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and filling of the cell for subsequent anatomical recon-
struction of its location and geometry. Because of the
effect of network circuitry, neuromodulators, and be-
havioral state on single-neuron activity, there is great
value to performing these recordings in freely behav-
ing animals. In particular, detailed cellular mechanisms
revealed by in vitro cellular and molecular studies
could be tested for their relevance during natural
behaviors.

The major technical problem with obtaining and
maintaining intracellular recordings is that the record-
ings require direct physical contact between recording
pipette and neuronal membrane. Thus, compared to
extracellular recordings, a much more stable experi-
mental arrangement is necessary. The vast majority
of intracellular recordings are currently performed
in vitro, where the pipette-to-cell connection is not
subjected to the transient (behavior-related) and peri-
odic (breathing- and heartbeat-related) movements of
the animal and brain that occur in vivo. Previous work
on intracellular recording in vivo has involved prepara-
tions in which the animal’s head is rigidly fixed relative
to a stationary, and usually large, experimental appara-
tus. In these studies, both types of intracellular record-
ing with glass pipettes have been used: sharp micro-
electrode recording, which requires penetration of the
cell membrane by the pipette tip, and whole-cell re-
cording, which involves attachment of the tip to a small
patch of the membrane. Most of these recordings have
been performed in anesthetized animals to further min-
imize disruptive movements. Intracellular recordings in
awake, head-fixed animals have been obtained with
sharp microelectrodes in fish (Aksay et al., 2001), rats
(Fee, 2000), rabbits (Swadlow et al., 1998), cats (Bara-
nyi et al., 1993a, 1993b; Steriade et al., 2001), and pri-
mates (Yokota et al., 1970; Matsumura et al., 1996;
Chen and Fetz, 2005), and with whole-cell pipettes in
fish (Aksay et al., 2001), bats (Covey et al., 1996), and
rats (Margrie et al., 2002; Brecht et al., 2004). Recently,
an active compensation system was developed in or-
der to improve the mechanical stability of intracellular
recordings (Fee, 2000). By moving the pipette in syn-
chrony with measured and predicted brain surface
movements, it was possible to obtain sharp microelec-
trode recordings in head-fixed rats running on a tread-
mill (Fee, 2000). In an alternative approach to using
pipettes, a miniature two-photon imaging device capa-
ble of measuring intracellular [Ca2+] transients was de-
veloped and mounted on the heads of rats (Helmchen
et al., 2001), though the stabilization problem was not
solved.

Here we describe a technique we have developed for
intracellular recording in non-head-fixed, freely moving
animals. We have chosen to adapt whole-cell recording
for this purpose because such recordings display favor-
able properties with respect to mechanical stability
(Margrie et al., 2002). We will describe the miniaturiza-
tion of the recording device, the stabilization method,
and the performance of the technique in freely moving
rats.
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Figure 1. Miniature Head-Mountable Whole-

Cell Recording Device

(Left) Photograph of front view of the device.

(Right, top) Corresponding diagram that iden-

tifies the device components and shows how

they are connected to each other. The device

contains a piezoelectric motor that advances

the pipette into the brain in micron-sized

steps necessary for performing blind, in vivo

whole-cell recording, a patch-clamp amplifier

headstage that measures the membrane po-

tential and currents and can inject current,

and LEDs that are used to track the animal’s

head position and direction. The recording

pipette is connected to the motor shaft via

the pipette holder and to the pipette recording

wire and air pressure tube via the tubing as-

sembly piece. The total weight of the device

is 20 g. (Right, bottom) View of the animal’s

head from above. The bottom of the device

mounts onto a post attached to the head.

The pipette is positioned above a plastic ring

that surrounds the brain exposure.
Results

Miniaturization of the Whole-Cell Recording Device

The equipment for recordings had to be miniaturized in
size and weight so that it could be carried by a small
(50–100 g), freely moving rat. Using larger rats was not
a preferable option due to the lower probability of ob-
taining low access resistance whole-cell recordings
from older animals (Margrie et al., 2002).
Headstage
To obtain low interference noise recordings, it is essen-
tial to amplify signals close to the signal source. While
very small headstages for extracellularly recorded sig-
nals have long been available, no small headstages
for whole-cell recording were available at the beginning
of our study. We therefore asked ABIMEK (Göttingen,
Germany) to design one. The result, the PA-50MM, is a
resistor feedback headstage with dimensions of 14 3
14 3 12 mm (Figure 1) that connects to the amplifier
(WPC-100) via a light, flexible, 3 m long cable. Miniatur-
ization was achieved by unifying all the electronic com-
ponents on a single sealed hybrid circuit. Also, while the
full-size headstage from ABIMEK can be switched be-
tween a 50 and a 0.5 gigaohm (GU) resistive feedback
element (for performing single-channel and whole-cell
recordings, respectively), the PA-50MM has only a single
0.5 GU resistor, i.e., it is designed exclusively for whole-
cell recordings. The PA-50MM has all the features of
a standard whole-cell recording headstage, including
current injection and both voltage- and current-clamp
modes. We first attached this device to a standard mi-
cromanipulator and tested it in anesthetized animals.
High-quality recordings, indistinguishable from those
obtained with standard headstages, were obtained as
described previously (Margrie et al., 2002).
Micromanipulator

The pipette must be moved toward the cell with micron
resolution to obtain whole-cell recordings. We screened
a variety of small motors and early on chose piezoelec-
tric stepping motors. These motors step (advance) with
submicron resolution and have several favorable prop-
erties for our application: (1) small size, (2) robustness,
(3) long range, (4) considerable force when stepping,
(5) minimal drift, and (6) a large static holding force
(i.e., they can maintain their position against applied
forces), even when the power is turned off. We tested
several different piezoelectric motors and in all cases
obtained high-quality, blind (i.e., without visual guid-
ance) whole-cell recordings in anesthetized animals.
However, all of the motors showed considerable trial-
to-trial variability (up to a factor of 2) of the depth to
which a pipette is advanced by each step. This is a seri-
ous limitation, so during each recording attempt we vi-
sually monitored the distance advanced over 100–200
steps, estimated the average step size, then adjusted
the controls to give the desired value (2–4 mm). We cur-
rently use the smallest of the motors, the NM2104
(21 mm long, 4 mm diameter, 7 mm range; Figure 1),
made by Kleindiek Nanotechnik (Reutlingen, Germany).
Pipette Holder
Minimizing the size and weight of the pipette-carrying
construct was of critical importance, both because
a smaller load improved motor performance and be-
cause this reduces the forces that act on the recording
pipette. Our current design was developed by Kleindiek
Nanotechnik (following an initial suggestion from
U. Egert). It consists of a small metal holder that con-
nects the pipette to the motor shaft and a separate tub-
ing assembly for the recording wire and air pressure
(Figure 1). Note that both the wire and pressure tubing
are very flexible and thus exert only minimal forces on
the recording pipette.
Head-Mountable Assembly

We constructed a miniature head-mountable device
(Figure 1) containing all the components described
above along with light-emitting diodes (LEDs) for track-
ing the animal’s head position and direction. The LEDs
are placed at each end of a thin bar that extends 4 cm
in front of and 4 cm in back of the device. The overall di-
mensions of the device are 37 3 22 3 15 mm, excluding
the LED extension. The overall weight is 20 g including
the LEDs but excluding the cabling. With this device
attached to a standard stereotaxic surgical apparatus
(i.e., not head-mounted), we successfully obtained
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whole-cell recordings from anesthetized rats (n = 25
neurons: 12 from barrel cortex, eight from hippocampus
[hc], five from hindlimb motor cortex). The device is (re-
versibly) mounted on the animal’s head by screwing it to
a post attached to the skull (Figure 1). As with extracel-
lular recordings in freely moving rodents, a pulley and
counterweight system offsets the weight of the device
and its cabling to help the animal carry it.

Stabilization of Intracellular Recordings
Three major factors allowed us to achieve the stabiliza-
tion necessary for obtaining intracellular recordings in
freely moving animals.

First, the GU seal formed between the pipette tip glass
and the cell membrane is stable (Hamill et al., 1981). It
reduces the effect of micron-range movements, as evi-
denced by the sudden elimination of the heartbeat arti-
fact upon forming the seal in vivo (Margrie et al., 2002).
It is well known that once a GU seal has been estab-
lished, the pipette can be moved many microns away
from the cell without compromising the attachment
between membrane and pipette (Hamill et al., 1981).

Second, by making the recording apparatus small and
light and mounting it directly on the head (i.e., fixing
it to the skull, close to the recording site), the stability
of our recordings was improved over standard in vivo
whole-cell recordings. In anesthetized preparations,
we could gently shake the stereotaxic apparatus holding
the animal without losing the recording, perhaps due to
smaller relative movements and forces. However, these
measures are not sufficient for freely moving recordings,
as seen by the loss of the recording upon removing the
animal from the stereotaxic apparatus.

The third, and key, factor is the rigid anchoring of the
pipette relative to the head. Prior to this anchoring step
the pipette can move, both because the stepping motor
has a cylindrical shaft around which the pipette holder
can rotate (Figure 1) and because the lightweight com-
ponents of the head-mounted assembly have an intrin-
sically limited rigidity. Before a whole-cell recording
is obtained, the recording well is filled with a layer
(w1–2 mm thick) of agar that surrounds the pipette
and covers the brain (Figure 2). Once a whole-cell re-
cording is obtained, a thin (w0.5–1 mm) layer (‘‘pipette
anchoring layer’’) of dental acrylic (Paladur, Heraeus
Kulzer, Hanau, Germany) is carefully applied around
the pipette, connecting it to the previously hardened
dental acrylic (‘‘acrylic base’’) that is fixed to the skull
via bone screws (Figure 2). This layer hardens in
w5 min, fixing the pipette in place. The agar simulta-
neously protects the brain surface from the acrylic
and acts to hold the tissue in place. The stability pro-
vided by the agar-acrylic anchoring was tested on
whole-cell recordings in anesthetized animals (n = 4
neurons). We applied a series of abrupt mechanical dis-
turbances to the stereotaxic apparatus (which cause
immediate recording loss in standard preparations),
and in all cases the recording was not lost. In one
case we removed the animal from the stereotaxic appa-
ratus and moved the animal around in a variety of pos-
tures, again without losing the recording. These results
suggested that the stabilization achieved would be
sufficient for freely moving recordings.
Head-Anchored Whole-Cell Recordings
from Freely Moving Rats

Recordings were made from neurons in the right hin-
dlimb primary motor cortex (ctx) and the CA1 subregion
of the right dorsal hc of 22- to 28-day-old male Wistar
rats. The whole-cell recording configuration was first es-
tablished in an animal anesthetized with a rapidly antag-
onizable anesthetic, and then the pipette was anchored
in place. The rat was then injected with the antagonist
to the anesthetic and gently moved from the surgical
apparatus to the behavioral arena where it would wake
up 1–3 min later.
Motor Cortex
Data recorded from a neuron in the primary hindlimb mo-
tor cortex are shown in Figure 3. The cell was filled with
biocytin during the recording and later reconstructed.
It was a layer 3 pyramidal neuron with a thick-tufted den-
dritic arbor and an extensive local axonal arbor, both
restricted to hindlimb motor cortex, and a callosal pro-
jection (Figure 3A). The recording lasted for 1 hr after
the rat woke up. A 5 min period during which the rat ran
all around the arena is shown in Figures 3B and 3C. The
current-clamp trace shows a stable baseline membrane
potential and large-amplitude (>90 mV) APs that over-
shoot 0 mV (Figure 3C, top, and Figure 3D). The animal’s
movements were not associated with any obvious arti-
facts, as illustrated by a close-up of the membrane po-
tential trace while the rat ran at high speed (Figure 3E).
The recording declined in quality after the first 10 min,
as indicated by an increase in series resistance and a
small depolarization. During the recording we applied
brief puffs of air to various parts of the skin. This proce-
dure required several minutes and involved a variety of
mechanical manipulations such as gently holding the
animal’s paws. Consistent with the topographic position
of the neuron (Figure 3A), sensory responses were
evoked upon contralateral hindpaw stimulation, with a
subthreshold postsynaptic potential of approximately
10 mV (data not shown). Voltage-clamp recordings
from motor cortical neurons were also obtained (data
not shown). From these experiments and additional

Figure 2. Head-Anchored Pipette Stabilization Method

Dental acrylic (pink) secures a plastic ring and a head post (not

shown) to the skull via screws. The plastic ring surrounds the brain

exposure. The recording device (not shown) is mounted onto the

head post (Figure 1). A pipette is then lowered into the brain, agar

is added into the ring, and the pipette is advanced in steps to estab-

lish a GU seal on a neuron. After a whole-cell recording has been es-

tablished, a layer of adhesive material (yellow) is carefully applied

around the pipette to anchor it rigidly to the dental acrylic base

and, thus, to the head.
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Figure 3. Whole-Cell Recording of a Hindlimb

Motor Cortex Neuron in a Freely Moving Rat

(A) Reconstruction of the axonal (blue) and

dendritic (red) arbors of this layer 3 pyramidal

neuron.

(B) Top view of the behavioral arena, showing

the trajectory of the rat’s head position for the

entire 1 hr duration of this recording (all colors

together).

(C) Membrane potential (black, top) over a 5

min period during which the rat moved freely

around the arena (dark blue line in [B], dis-

tance traveled = 545 cm), and the corre-

sponding speed of head movement (blue,

bottom). Asterisks below voltage trace mark

five responses to 500 ms 0.3 nA hyperpolariz-

ing pulses used to probe the series and input

resistance, here 19.3 6 1.5 and 26.0 6 6.4 MU

(mean 6 standard deviation), respectively.

(D) An example action potential (AP).

(E) Subthreshold membrane potential trace

(black, top) over a 1 s period during which

the rat ran at high speed (blue, bottom) along

the light blue segment shown in (B).

M1 = primary motor cortex, S1 = primary

somatosensory cortex, L1–L6 = cortical

layers 1 through 6, WM = white matter, CC =

corpus callosum.
ones performed in anesthetized animals, it appears that
the voltage-clamp performance of the device is similar
in quality to what we have obtained previously (Brecht
et al., 2005).
Hippocampus
Whole-cell recordings in the hippocampus of freely
moving rodents are of considerable interest since the
rodent hippocampus is a model system for studying
synaptic plasticity and spatial memory formation (Martin
et al., 2000). However, recordings of hippocampal prin-
cipal neurons pose experimental difficulties because a
thin layer of cells relatively deep in the brain needs to
be targeted. Preliminary experiments in anesthetized
animals showed we could successfully target hippo-
campal neurons (as verified histologically). We were
also able to record a hippocampal cell in a freely moving
animal. This neuron too was filled and reconstructed,
indicating that it was a pyramidal cell from area CA1 (Fig-
ure 4A). The recording lasted for 21 min after the rat
woke up. Again, while the rat moved around the arena
(Figure 4B), the baseline membrane potential was stable
with large-amplitude, overshooting APs (Figure 4C, top,
and Figure 4E). In this case, the rat was not very active,
though it did move its head around and run for a few brief
spurts. During one of the head turns, the membrane po-
tential trace displayed oscillatory activity in the theta
(6–12 Hz) range (Figure 4D), possibly an intracellular cor-
relate of hippocampal EEG theta activity (Vanderwolf,
1969).
Mechanical Artifacts
The recording duration and its maintenance during the
animal- and experimenter- induced movements (includ-
ing the removal of the rat from the stereotaxic apparatus
and the transfer to the arena) demonstrate the stability
of the method. Putative mechanical artifacts were
evoked when the recording device bumped into the
wall of the arena (Figure 5A). Such bumps sometimes
but not always resulted in brief transients, and after-
wards the membrane potential would return to its previ-
ous level. The example in Figure 5A is from the same cell
shown in Figure 3. This bump occurred 30 s after the
start of the trace shown in Figure 3C; thus, high-quality
recordings can continue after such mechanical distur-
bances. As an additional, extreme test of mechanical
stability, we performed a ‘‘crash test.’’ The rat was
placed on a small, moderately unstable, 8 cm high plat-
form from which it jumped to the arena floor. This re-
sulted in a brief, large transient, but afterwards the
membrane potential returned to its original level (Fig-
ure 5B). The average membrane potential during the
5 min period centered on the crash shows only a slight
2 mV depolarization (Figure 5B).
Success Rate

We defined a recording as successful if, after the animal
woke up, both (1) the membrane potential was %255 mV
and (2) the series resistance was <100 MU. In a first set of
head-mounted experiments, whole-cell recordings were
obtained and the pipette anchored in place using dental
acrylic for a total of 27 neurons (ctx = 16, hc = 11). Four
recordings satisfied our criteria for success, while 23 re-
cordings were lost (21 in which the membrane potential
depolarized to >255 mV) before the animal was awoken.
Only one of the losses occurred while initially applying
the dental acrylic, and only two while removing the ani-
mal from the surgical apparatus and transferring it into
the arena. Many of the other 20 losses occurred approx-
imately 5 min after the acrylic was first applied, perhaps
due to shrinkage of the acrylic during hardening and a
resulting movement of the pipette. In fact, three of the
four successes also displayed a period of depolarization
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Figure 4. Whole-Cell Recording of a Hippo-

campal Neuron in a Freely Moving Rat

(A) Reconstruction of the axonal (blue) and

dendritic (red) arbors of this CA1 pyramidal

neuron at lower (left) and higher (right) magni-

fication. Arrow indicates the main axonal

branch that extended for 2 mm perpendicular

to the image plane.

(B) Top view of the behavioral arena, showing

the trajectory of the rat’s head position for the

entire 21 min duration of this recording (all

colors together).

(C) Membrane potential (black, top) over

a 5 min period during which the rat moved

freely around the arena (dark blue line in [B],

distance traveled = 293 cm), and the corre-

sponding speed of head movement (blue,

bottom).

(D) Subthreshold membrane potential trace

(black, top) and speed of head movement

(blue, bottom) during a head turn (light blue

segment shown in [B]).

(E) An AP triplet.

DG = dentate gyrus, so = stratum oriens, sp =

stratum pyramidale, sr = stratum radiatum,

slm = stratum lacunosum-moleculare.
around the same time before recovering. Thus, many re-
cordings are lost during the pipette anchoring process.
However, once anchoring is achieved, the recordings
are stable and resistant to mechanical disturbances,
many of which are very severe. The data in Figures 3 to
5 all come from experiments using dental acrylic as the
anchoring material. In an attempt to improve the success
rate, we tested two other materials for the anchoring
layer, both chosen because they shrink much less than
dental acrylic during hardening: versyo.com (Heraeus
Kulzer), a visible light-cured adhesive, and Dymax 3021
(Dymax, Torrington, CT), a UV-cured adhesive with al-
most no shrinkage. The success rate was 1/9 (ctx = 9) us-
ing versyo.com (with most recordings lost during curing)
and 2/7 (ctx = 7) using Dymax 3021 (with five recordings
exhibiting no depolarization during curing, though three
of those were lost while removing the animal from the
surgical apparatus, leaving two successes). Thus, Dy-
max 3021 displays two promising properties compared
to dental acrylic: a higher success rate and fewer losses
during hardening.

Table 1 gives an overview of the seven successful re-
cordings obtained in freely moving animals (ctx = 6, hc =
1). The mean duration of the recordings was 18.7 min,
with a maximum of 60.3 min. The duration represents
only the period after the animal woke up in which both
the average membrane potential remained %255 mV
and the series resistance remained <100 MU, and does
not include the 10–15 min from the establishment of
the whole-cell configuration to the moment of waking.
Six recordings ended due to depolarization >255 mV,
and one because the series resistance increased to
>100 MU. Animals covered substantial distances during
the recordings (mean = 1336 cm, i.e., 71 cm/min), as
measured from the tracked head position. In order to
assess if our experimental animals show comparable
motor activity to animals that had not been drugged,
we tracked movements in rats that did not undergo the
anesthesia-antagonist-wake-up process but were car-
rying the same recording device (and, like the experi-
mental animals, were not previously trained to carry it).
We found that these animals traveled similar distances
(mean = 85 cm/min). Cells generally had low AP firing
rates (mean = 0.36 Hz). Series and input resistance
values were generally stable across multiple measure-
ments during the recordings (the coefficient of variation
of these values during each recording averaged across
recordings equals 0.17 and 0.22, for series and input
resistance, respectively). Four neurons could be recov-
ered (out of six attempted recoveries) for morphological
reconstructions. Neurons were well-filled (Figures 3A
and 4A) and none were visibly mechanically damaged
by the recording.

Discussion

We have described a miniature recording device and pi-
pette stabilization technique that allows one to obtain
high-quality, long-lasting whole-cell recordings in freely
moving animals. To the best of our knowledge, these are
the first intracellular recordings from freely moving ani-
mals in the literature, as well as the first intra- or extra-
cellularly recorded neurons from freely moving animals
to be anatomically reconstructed.

Several observations suggest that the neurons we re-
corded were in excellent physiological condition: (1) av-
erage membrane potential values compare to what has
been found in other awake animal recordings, (2) mem-
brane potentials were stable over time and fluctuations
were in the range of what has been described under
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awake conditions, (3) input resistances compare to
values from whole-cell cortical recordings in anesthe-
tized and awake rats (Margrie et al., 2002; Brecht and
Sakmann, 2002; Brecht et al., 2003; Manns et al., 2004),
(4) the long duration of the recordings, (5) histological re-
covery of many of the recorded neurons without signs of
leakage or mechanical damage, and (6) the low AP firing
rates, which are characteristic of whole-cell cortical re-
cordings in anesthetized and awake animals (Margrie
et al., 2002). The latter result suggests that low cortical
firing rates (Olshausen and Field, 2004; Brecht et al.,
2005) are a general phenomenon that extends to freely
behaving animals, and the low hippocampal firing rate
is consistent with extracellular recordings in freely mov-

Figure 5. Recordings Are Stable against Mechanical Disturbances

(A) Membrane potential trace (black, top) around the time (a) that the

rat bumps the recording device into the arena wall (front LED trajec-

tory: blue, bottom). Note the brief transient (two arrows) after which

the membrane potential continues as before.

(B) Membrane potential trace (black, top) during an extreme test of

the head-anchored recording’s stability. Rat sits on platform 8 cm

above the arena floor, starts to jump off (b), crashes onto the arena

floor (c), then takes another hop (d), with corresponding head speed

(with respect to the plane parallel to the arena floor) (blue, middle).

This results in a large transient (no AP occurs) at (c), but afterwards

the membrane potential returns to its previous level. (Bottom, right)

Average membrane potential (averaged over 10 s) for the 5 min

around (c).
ing rodents showing that over half of CA1 neurons are
‘‘silent’’ (i.e., fire very few APs) in any given environment
(Muller, 1996). In addition, series resistances were sta-
ble, compare to values from anesthetized and awake
animal whole-cell recordings (Margrie et al., 2002), and
were in several cases relatively low (which is a require-
ment for voltage-clamp experiments).

Long-duration intracellular recordings in awake, head-
fixed animals have been obtained previously (Yokota
et al., 1970; Baranyi et al., 1993a, 1993b; Covey et al.,
1996; Swadlow et al., 1998; Fee, 2000; Aksay et al.,
2001; Steriade et al., 2001; Margrie et al., 2002; Chen
and Fetz, 2005). In awake, head-fixed rats, whole-cell re-
cordings can be quite stable (Margrie et al., 2002) as long
as the animals sit still and do not try to move. Recording
duration and quality drop when overt behaviors such as
whisking movements are evoked by applying sensory
stimuli. Under such conditions the average recording
duration is only w7 min and the fraction of neurons that
can be recovered for histological reconstruction is low
(M.B. and B.S., unpublished data). An unexpected result
of our study is the endurance of our recordings even un-
der conditions of severe mechanical disturbance such as
the crash illustrated in Figure 5B. Our sample is small, but
it appears that the average duration of our recordings is
in the same range as what is obtained with whole-cell
cortical recordings in anesthetized preparations (Pei
et al., 1991; Ferster and Jagadeesh, 1992; Moore and
Nelson, 1998; Zhu and Connors, 1999; Margrie et al.,
2002). Thus, the stability gained by head-anchoring the
pipette appears to at least compensate for the added
mechanical disturbance of the freely moving prepara-
tion. In addition, the tight sealing of the brain exposure
by the agar-anchor-material cover, which limits brain
pulsations and movements, is likely to contribute to sta-
bility. Head-anchoring of the pipette would also likely
improve stability in awake, head-fixed experiments.

At this stage it is still considerably more difficult to ob-
tain a head-anchored whole-cell recording in a freely
moving animal than a standard in vivo whole-cell record-
ing in an animal that remains head-fixed and anesthe-
tized. In particular, the loss of recordings during the
pipette anchoring process significantly diminishes the
success rate. Dymax 3021 greatly improves the number
of recordings that survive the hardening step and also
improves the number of successful recordings com-
pared to dental acrylic. While the resulting duration ap-
pears to be lower in this limited sample (possibly due
Table 1. Summary of the Seven Whole-Cell Recordings from Freely Moving Rats

Brain

area

Anchoring

method

Recording

duration (min)

Distance

traveled (cm)

Mean membrane

potential (mV)

Mean AP firing

rate (Hz)

Mean input

resistance (MU)

Mean series

resistance (MU)

hc dental acrylic 21.3 1641 273.7 0.045 50 30

ctx dental acrylic 22.0 1616 264.1 0.028 15* 15*

ctx dental acrylic 12.0 818 259.0 0.008 26 60

ctx dental acrylic 60.3 3385 261.1 0.282 18 40

ctx versyo.com 0.5 110 266.6 0.226 N.A. 80

ctx Dymax 3021 7.3 1039 271.4 0.156 13 80

ctx Dymax 3021 7.8 742 261.4 1.797 34 74

Neurons were located in hindlimb primary motor cortex (ctx) or the CA1 subregion of dorsal hippocampus (hc). The recording duration, distance

traveled, mean membrane potential, mean AP firing rate, mean input resistance, and mean series resistance refer to the period after the animal

woke up during which the average membrane potential (averaged every 10 s) was %255 mV and the series resistance was <100 MU. The ex-

ceptions are the values marked (*), which were measured only under anesthesia.
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to lower hardness), using a combination of Dymax
3021 followed by dental acrylic could address such
a problem. Most importantly, however, the successful
dental acrylic-anchored recordings demonstrate that
passive, rigid stabilization is sufficient for long, high-
quality recordings.

A disadvantage of our current arrangement is that af-
ter anchoring the pipette in place, a quick removal and
replacement is not possible. Restricting the anchoring
material to an exchangeable ring would fix this problem.
Another limitation is that we first obtained the record-
ings under anesthesia and only then woke up the animal.
This was to simplify our experimental procedures so that
we could focus on the stabilization method. However,
we should be able to obtain and anchor recordings in
awake, head-fixed animals trained to remain relatively
still (Margrie et al., 2002), thus eliminating any effects
of the anesthetic and antagonist on the physiology.
Lastly, we did not miniaturize the recording device be-
yond what was necessary for the size of rats we used.
Further miniaturization is ongoing, and thus the method
should soon be adaptable to mice.

Head-anchored whole-cell recording in freely moving
animals will enable a new range of studies of neurons
whose activity is only or best observable during natural
behaviors, such as those with spatial, running, turning,
mating, exploring, or other motor correlates. Such ex-
periments will be instrumental for integrating results
from in vitro culture and slice preparations with results
from in vivo extracellular recordings and behavioral
studies. For instance, since subthreshold activity re-
flects the synaptic inputs to a cell, the synaptic plasticity
correlates of behavioral learning and memory can be
measured. Furthermore, whole-cell recording allows
one to stimulate or suppress AP firing in the recorded
cell through direct current injection (while leaving all
other cells alone), therefore allowing one to test how
various plasticity induction rules that do (Markram
et al., 1997; Bi and Poo, 1998) or do not (Golding et al.,
2002) depend on somatic spiking of the postsynaptic
cell might function during behavior. Thus, head-an-
chored whole-cell recordings could help elucidate the
link between cellular phenomena such as long-term
potentiation/depression and systems properties such
as spatial memory (Martin et al., 2000). In addition, ana-
tomical reconstruction of the recorded cells will reveal
new relationships between neuron type, connectivity,
and function.

Experimental Procedures

Surgery

All experimental procedures were carried out according to Dutch

guidelines on animal welfare under the supervision of a local (DEC)

ethics committee. Early experiments were performed with P22-P31

male Wistar and Sprague-Dawley rats under urethane (1.4 g/kg)

anesthesia. Head-mounted freely moving experiments were per-

formed with P22-P28 male Wistar rats (50–100 g). The animal was

anesthetized with an intraperitoneal dose of a mixture of Dormitor

(Medetomidine, Roche, 300 mg/kg), Dormicum (Midazolam, Roche,

8 mg/kg) and Fentanyl (Janssen-Cilag, 10 mg/kg), then head-fixed

(using ear bars and a tooth bar) into a standard stereotaxic surgical

apparatus. Additional doses (each 1/4 of the initial dose) were admin-

istered approximately every 40 min. Breathing was monitored and

the temperature maintained at 37�C 6 0.5�C. Five or six gold-plated

screws were attached to the exposed skull surface. A small hole
(w2 mm diameter) was made in the bone above the desired brain co-

ordinates (hindlimb motor cortex: 1 mm posterior of bregma, 2.5 mm

lateral of midline; hippocampus: 3.5 mm posterior of bregma, 2.5 mm

lateral of midline). A plastic ring (1–2 mm high, 4–6 mm diameter) and

reference wire were placed around the hole and then cemented to the

screws using dental acrylic (acrylic base, Figure 2). The device and its

detachable post were locked together and positioned over the head

so that the pipettes would be centered in the hole; the post was then

cemented to the head with additional dental acrylic.

Electrophysiology and Stabilization

Before attempting a recording, the device was first detached from

the post and moved away from the head, a new pipette was attached

to the device, and the assembly was reattached to the post. The elec-

trode was then advanced into the brain for recording. Blind, in vivo

whole-cell recordings were obtained using previously described

procedures (Margrie et al., 2002). Pipettes (4–6 MU, overall length

w30 mm, pulled from borosilicate glass with an outer diameter of

1.5 mm) were filled with an intracellular solution containing (in mM)

either K-gluconate 135, HEPES 10, Na2-phosphocreatine 10, KCl 4,

MgATP 4, and Na3GTP 0.3 (pH adjusted to 7.2), or K-gluconate

120, sucrose 17.5, KOH 10, HEPES 10, KCl 9, NaCl 4, Na2ATP 4,

MgCl2 3.48, and Na3GTP 0.4 (pH adjusted to 7.25), as well as biocytin

(0.3%–1%). After the pipette was lowered into the brain, but before

advancing the pipette in steps (2–4 mm) to search for a cell, the plastic

ring was filled (using a syringe) with a solution of agarose powder

(2%) mixed in Ringer’s solution containing (in mM) NaCl 135, KCl

5.4, HEPES 5, CaCl2 1.8, and MgCl2 1 (pH adjusted to 7.2). After

a whole-cell recording was obtained, a pipette anchoring layer of

dental acrylic, versyo.com, or Dymax 3021 was carefully applied (us-

ing a syringe) over the agar and around the pipette in order to connect

the pipette to the acrylic base (Figure 2). Dental acrylic hardened in air

in w5 min. Versyo.com was hardened by shining 90–120 s of blue

light from a handheld curing unit (Translux Power Blue, Heraeus

Kulzer), and Dymax 3021 was hardened by shining 10 0.2 s pulses

of UV light (with successive pulses separated by 10 s) from an indus-

trial curing unit (BlueWave 50, Dymax). After hardening, the anesthe-

sia was antagonized with a subcutaneous dose of a mixture of Anti-

sedan (Atipamezole, Roche, 1.33 mg/kg), Anexate (Flumazenil,

Roche, 800 mg/kg) and Narcanti (Naloxone, Bristol-Myers Squibb,

240 mg/kg) (with the dose adjusted to match the total amount of an-

esthetic administered). Then the animal was removed from the ste-

reotaxic apparatus and moved to the behavioral arena. The animal

generally woke up within 1–3 min. Neural data was low-pass filtered

at 3 kHz by the patch-clamp amplifier, then sampled at 10 or 20 kHz

by a LIH 1600 acquisition interface (HEKA Elektronik, Lambrecht,

Germany) under the control of Patchmaster software (HEKA Elektro-

nik). Recordings were corrected for the junction potential.

Behavior

The behavioral arena was a 60 3 40 cm rectangle with a 20 cm high

wall placed inside a large Faraday cage. To minimize the effect of the

size and weight of the recording device and cabling on the animal’s

behavior, a pulley and counterweight system was constructed. Be-

fore surgery, the counterweights were adjusted so that the device

and cabling alone (i.e., when not attached to an animal’s head)

would hang above the arena floor at approximately the height of

a rat’s head. Head position and direction were sampled at 25 Hz

by a Cheetah Video Tracker system (Neuralynx, Tucson, AZ) that

tracked the LEDs on the animal’s head. This data was time-aligned

to the neural data through synchronizing pulses sent out by the

LIH 1600 and received by a Cheetah data acquisition system (Neura-

lynx) running the tracker. A video mixer (Edirol V-4, Roland, Hama-

matsu, Japan) was used to create and record a split-screen image

of the online HEKA oscilloscope displaying the membrane potential

or current and the corresponding animal behavior recorded by either

a ceiling-mounted or handheld video camera. This video record was

used for a coarse analysis of the data. A combination of the video

record and position data was used to evaluate behavior, including

bumps into the wall and crash tests.

Histology

At the end of recording, the animal was injected with an overdose of

urethane or ketamine, the pipette was pulled out from the brain and
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anchoring material, and the animal was perfused transcardially with

0.1 M phosphate-buffered saline followed by a 4% paraformalde-

hyde solution. The brain was removed, stored overnight in a 10% su-

crose solution, embedded in gelatin, frozen, and sectioned coronally

into slices 80–100 mm thick. Slices were processed with the avidin-

biotin-peroxidase method (Horikawa and Armstrong, 1988) to visu-

alize biocytin-filled cells and Nissl-counterstained (Paxinos and

Watson, 1998). Cells were reconstructed using Neurolucida soft-

ware (Microbrightfield, Williston, VT).

Analysis

Analysis was performed using custom-made programs written in

Matlab (The MathWorks, Natick, MA). The duration of a freely mov-

ing recording was calculated as the amount of time after the rat

woke up in which the spontaneous (i.e., without current injection)

membrane potential averaged every 10 s was %255 mV and the

series resistance was <100 MU. The distance traveled (calculated

from the head position sampled every 1 s), mean membrane poten-

tial, mean AP firing rate, mean input resistance, and mean series

resistance apply to this period. Head speed was calculated from

the position data using a 0.5 s smoothing window.
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